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Abstract and Introduction

Abstract

Signs of motor dysfunction are evidenced across a range of psychiatric disorders including schizophrenia. Historically, these features have been neglected but emerging theoretical and methodological advancements have shed new light on the utility of considering movement abnormalities. Indeed, the National Institute of Mental Health Research Domain Criteria initiative has recently met to develop a Motor Systems Domain. This reflects a growing appreciation for the enhanced reliability and validity that can come along with evaluating disturbances relevant to psychiatric illnesses from multiple levels of analysis, and conceptualizing these domains with respect to the complexity of their role in a broader integrated system (ie, weighing contributions and interactions between the cognitive, affective, and motor domains). This article discusses motor behaviors and seeks to explain how research into basal ganglia, cerebellar, and cortico-motor circuit function/dysfunction, grounded in brain circuit-motor behavior relationships, can elucidate our understanding of pathophysiology, provide vital links to other key systems of interest, significantly improve identification and classification, and drive development of targeted individualized treatments.

Introduction

Psychiatric disorders like psychosis and bipolar disorder (BD) show cognitive, social, affective, sensory, thought and motor symptoms. While significant attention has been devoted to cognitive and affective symptoms, motor changes are often neglected. This phenomenon, as well as the rich history of research into motor dysfunction across psychiatric illnesses, is discussed comprehensively in Peralta and Cuesta's review (this issue). Until recently, such neglect has gone along with limited integration with research supporting the contribution of the underlying basal ganglia, cerebello-thalamo-cortical and cortico-motor circuits involved in the various aspects of motor function such as excitation/inhibition, timing, and psychomotor modulation (Figure 1). The aim in the present paper is to show the relevance of these 3 circuits for different aspects of "normal" motor function and their neural-behavioral-motor alterations in psychosis.
The figure shows the relevant motor circuits for psychosis. (A) Basal ganglia circuit. GPi and e: Globus pallidus internal and external; STN = subthalamic nucleus. (B) Cerbellar-thalamo-cortical circuit. Here, we show the cerebello-thalamo-motor. While the cerebell-thalamo-frontal circuit was originally noted by Andreasen and colleagues as being implicated in patients with schizophrenia, more recent work, including our own, has demonstrated that the cerebello-thalamo-motor circuit is also impacted in this population, and relates to deficits in sensorimotor integration. (C) Cortico-motor circuits. Multiple areas of the frontal and parietal cortices interact to control and influence movement. Notably, these regions also interact with the subcortical systems in (A) and (B).

Further underscoring the potential importance of motor symptoms in psychosis, and across psychopathology more broadly, is the new addition of the Motor Systems domain to the National Institute of Mental Health Research Domain Criteria (RDoC) matrix. A primary goal of the RDoC framework is to shift psychopathology research towards a pathophysiology-based framework. Just as in other RDoC matrix domains, the Motor Systems domain is comprised of multiple constructs and subconstructs meant to guide research in this area from the cellular-molecular level, up to observable behavior and reports, including brain-circuit based measures (see editorial by Garvey and Cuthbert in this issue). As we put the function of key motor circuits into context, we do so with an eye towards the RDoC matrix, and describe how investigations of these circuits in psychotic disorders may be especially informative for our understanding of the disease.
Basal Ganglia Circuit and Motor Excitation/Inhibition Abnormalities

Particular motor behaviors, including spontaneous dyskinesias (hyper/hypokinetic movements that occur as a result of pathophysiology), or more basic motor behaviors, elicited by instrumental tasks designed to engage the same underlying circuit component dysfunction, are closely tied to basal ganglia circuits, and as a result, can be powerful tools for understanding vulnerability, progression, and treatment response and further, for refining theories such as the dopamine (DA) hypothesis. By governing the selection or gating of a subset of representations that have been activated by the cortex, parallel basal ganglia circuits are responsible for modulating a range of higher order behaviors. Basal ganglia circuits each share the same general organization, originating in specific cortical areas, passing though portions of the basal ganglia and thalamus, and then projecting back into the frontal cortical area of origin in a closed loop. Each circuit is also comprised of direct and indirect pathways that work in synchrony to balance inhibitory restraint on the thalamocortical output leading back to the cortex. This intricate system is governed by a specific chemoarchitecture and multiple neurotransmitter interactions, with DA activity representing the primary modulatory chemical messenger. As a result, the circuits are highly sensitive to DA abnormalities, and what is reflected by dysfunction in one BG circuit may speak to common factors that would impair functions of other BG circuits as well. Thus, parameterizing motor behaviors or tracking changes in motor activity over time, or in response to treatment, may serve as sensitive outward marker of changes in an underlying system that modulates functions ranging from motor, cognitive, and emotional behavior to perception, affect, motivation and action.

Within the context of the new RDoC domain, there are a number of promising constructs/subconstructs that hold significant relevance to mapping markers of basal ganglia circuit dysfunction. Constructs/subconstructs that tap into processes involved with initiation of a selected action plan or the inhibition of motor plans will provide a context for evaluating hypokinetic and hyperkinetic movements characteristic of basal ganglia circuit dysfunction in psychosis. For example, work from our research program has suggested that velocity scaling and force variability are highly sensitive to basal ganglia dysfunction in individuals with varying psychosis vulnerability. There is additional evidence suggesting that these abnormalities are also present in schizophrenia patients. Currently, we are working to evaluate how these experimental paradigms map on to other units of analysis across Motor Systems sub/constructs. This is an important line of inquiry as these motor behaviors clearly tie into underlying pathophysiology that drives clinically relevant outcomes. Indeed, recent work indicates that motor behaviors specific to the basal ganglia, as well as those that tap into basal ganglia function in addition to other networks (eg, gesture behavior), predict onset of psychosis in risk populations, or functional outcome in individual with schizophrenia (also see Commentary by Schiiffman, this issue).

This system will also provide building blocks for examining circuit-motor behavior relationships in the context of investigating links with other existing RDoCs. For example, basal ganglia circuits also contribute to functions included in the Cognitive Systems domain, allowing for flexible modulation of internally generated/externally evoked behavioral responses to environmental cues. If related dysfunction prevents the execution of an initiated order, or does not effectively inhibit unintended orders, this can negatively impact cognitive function across domains. In this framework, it is likely that movement abnormalities that are closely linked to underlying basal-ganglia circuit dysfunction may serve as useful components for integrated study; in this context these motor behaviors (eg, dyskinesias, as well as stereotypies, cataleptic immobility, perseveration), or related experimental paradigms might be used to evaluate specificity or highlight informative underlying commonalities between RDoC domains.

Cerebellar-subcortical Circuits and Alterations in Sensorimotor Dynamics

In parallel with the significant contributions to our understanding of psychosis in the context of basal ganglia circuits, cerebellar circuits are also notable in their understanding of the disease. The initial nonhuman primate literature demonstrated distinct motor and prefrontal closed-loop circuits arising from different regions of the cerebellum, via distinct thalamic nuclei. More recently, such dissociable circuits have been demonstrated in the human brain as well, using both diffusion tensor imaging and resting state functional connectivity analysis. Dysfunction in this closed-loop circuitry could thus give rise to deficits in both the motor and cognitive domains, consistent with the deficits seen in psychosis. Indeed, the first suggestions of a role for the cerebellum in psychosis were instantiated through the cognitive dysmetria framework, wherein dysfunctional activation in cerebello-thalamo-prefrontal circuit was related to cognitive deficits.

While the initial suggestions of a role for the cerebellum in psychosis were more cognitively focused, more recently there has been a great deal of work in both clinical high-risk groups and patients with schizophrenia that has focused on the motor domain. With respect to its role in motor control, the cerebellum is known to be important for the smooth control and online updating of our movements. This structure allows for the use of internal models of behavior that are formed and modified through the processes of learning. In psychosis, deficits in a variety of motor behaviors are present, including postural control, motor learning, and eye-blink conditioning. Recently, there is also work to suggest that deficits in these domains are present in both clinical high-risk groups, as well as unaffected siblings of patients with the disease suggesting that in these circuits, much like the basal ganglia circuits, motor deficits are present prior to formal disease onset, and in the absence of antipsychotic medication. Thus, they may be related to the underlying etiology of the disease. Our work and that of others has suggested that internal model deficits may contribute to the diverse symptomatology in patients with psychosis.

With the recent addition of the Motor Systems domain to the RDoC matrix, this focus on motor behavior in psychosis with respect to the cerebellum represents an interesting and important avenue of research. For example, much of the work to date with respect to postural control in psychosis can be encompassed under a proposed RDoC subconstruct covering sensorimotor dynamics. The body is reliant upon sensorimotor inputs to provide updated information about the position of the body in space. Perturbations in things like the sway area are indicative of deficits in these dynamics, and as noted, have been demonstrated in both clinical high risk and patients with schizophrenia. However, other paradigms, such as sensorimotor adaptation, also provide an excellent means of quantifying sensorimotor dynamics. Such paradigms have been very successful in the study of autism, but have yet to be widely applied to psychosis. Further, the cerebellum and related circuits tie closely into functions that will fall under RDoC subconstructs involving inhibition and termination. Future work would greatly benefit from investigating choice reaction time paradigms, motor timing function, and stop signal reaction time with the cerebellum in mind, as suggested by the RDoC matrix. Though these tasks are well studied and characterized in healthy individuals, their application to psychosis stands to provide important new insights into cerebellar motor deficits that may also be related to broader cognitive and affective symptomatology.

Importantly, the cerebello-thalamo-motor circuits do not act in isolation. Intriguingly, and perhaps of great importance for our understanding of motor deficits in psychosis, the cerebellum and BG also share direct connections. Thus, the anatomical connections are in place to allow for communication between these important multi-modal systems, both of which have been implicated in many of the motor deficits experienced by patients with psychosis more. While the BG loops help to select a particular action or sequence, the cerebellum works to fine tune, or add skill to these actions; these circuits work in close concert through both cortical and direct connections, and it is not possible to have a comprehensive understanding of the contributions of one, without examining the other. Our group is currently at work on evaluating how overlapping and distinct areas of circuit dysfunction may provide important clues for understanding and treating psychosis. For example, it remains to be seen if unique subtypes of patients can be highlighted on the basis of particular motor behaviors (tapping into potentially different etiological pathways, and pointing to the need to employ different treatment approaches), or if patients with some motor deficits will be more likely to have other types of motor abnormalities (speaking to a more generalized dysfunction). The RDoC matrix provides a sound framework for examining these questions and further, for enriching conceptual understanding by integrating perspectives across critical systems in this population.

### Cortico-motor Circuits and Changes in Psychomotor Organization and Speed

Both the basal ganglia and cerebellum provide major inputs to cortical regions including motor cortex and other regions like the prefrontal cortex. This accounts for bottom-up modulation of cortical motor regions by subcortical regions which, as we have seen, accounts for motor excitation/inhibition and timing. Additionally, the reverse modulation also takes place, namely from cortical to subcortical motor regions. Specifically, cortical regions implicated in cognitive, social, and affective functions exert top-down modulatory effects on cortical and subcortical regions implicated in motor function. Though research is still in its infancy in this regard, we describe such circuits as cortico-motor circuits and assume them to be closely related to psychomotor function. In the following, we will give 2 examples of cortico-motor circuits (ie, orbitofrontal-motor connectivity, and default-mode network—sensorimotor balance) and how they are involved in different forms of psychomotor modulation (ie, psychomotor organization and speed).

Anterior medial prefrontal cortical regions like the ventromedial prefrontal cortex and pre/subgenual anterior cingulate cortex are strongly implicated in emotional processing. At the same time these regions show strong functional connectivity with premotor, supplementary, and motor cortex. One can thus speak of a medial prefrontal—motor cortico-cortical circuit (MPMCCC) which, functionally, may allow to link emotion and movements allowing for psychomotor modulation. The MPMCCC has been found abnormal in patients with catatonia who, correspondingly, show both affective-emotional and motor abnormalities: they remain unable to control their abnormal emotional intensity and show abnormal hypo- and hyperkinetic movements with catalepsy, flexibilitas cerea, posturing, and hyperkinetic changes. This perspective is also supported by multimodal imaging studies that have pinpointed an important role for the supplementary motor area in catatonia. Moreover, data in catatonia indicate that the MPMCCC can be modulated by GABA-ergic drugs such as Lorazepam in both healthy and catatonic subjects—this is of high interest given that Lorazepam has been proven therapeutically highly beneficial in acute catatonic patients. Accordingly, the MPMCCC may serve as a possible candidate for a construct that can be related to both specific behavior (ie, psychomotor organization) and biochemical levels (ie, GABA).

Yet another example of psychomotor modulation can be found in a related circuit, ie, the relationship between different neural networks in the brain's spontaneous activity. Among these are the DMN and the sensorimotor network (SMN). While the SMN is related to motor and sensory functions, the DMN is strongly implicated in internal cognition including self-related processing, spontaneous thoughts or mind wandering, and mental time travel or episodic simulation. A recent investigation demonstrated reciprocal balance between DMN and SMN in BD: high levels of neuronal variability in DMN are accompanied by low variability levels in SMN in depressed BD while the reverse constellation (ie, low DMN and high SMN variability) can be observed in manic BD. Both constellations exert major impact on psychomotor function: manic BD is featured by psychomotor agitation while depressed BD shows psychomotor retardation. Hence, the balance between DMN and SMN (DMN-SMN ratio) is related to psychomotor speed while both neuronal and behavioral levels are abnormally altered in opposite ways in manic and depressed BD. Recent work designed to also understand the role structural connectivity abnormalities play in contributing to slowing in affective disorder populations will also be important for providing a more comprehensive perspective.
In sum, domain construction is warranted for the psychomotor features of psychiatric disorders. Psychological changes in affective, social, and/or cognitive functions can affect and modulate motor functions in an abnormal way. This may be related to cortico-motor circuits like MPMCCC and DMN-SMN ratio. However, the investigation of such psychomotor circuits has been largely neglected so far. They may be crucial in order to understand the motor changes including their close relation to psychological abnormalities in psychosis and various other psychiatric disorders though. Of course, it is also possible that motor systems affected across psychiatric illness may also drive deficits in important high-order functions as well. Future work aimed at teasing apart if motor abnormalities are secondary or primary to psychological symptoms is sorely needed, and will certainly provide a more holistic perspective for understanding aberrant human behavior.

### Conclusion

We pointed out the fruitfulness of the RDoC concept for exploring and understanding different motor functions in the context of psychiatric illnesses. First, we demonstrated how motor excitation/inhibition may provide important clues for understanding basal ganglia circuit pathology in psychosis. Secondly, the cerebello-thalamo-cortical circuits are relevant for motor timing and sensorimotor dynamics which, again, are abnormally altered in schizophrenia and perhaps other psychotic disorders. Finally, we determined cortico-motor or psychomotor circuits that appear relevant for (different forms of) psychomotor modulation such as psychomotor organization and speed which are abnormally altered in catatonia and BD. Though much works remains to be done in the future development of RDoC in the motor domain, our commentary supports the utility of such an approach for defining and determining the often neglected motor function and its various motor/psychomotor symptoms in psychiatric disorders.

More broadly, we need to view motor circuits as inter-related. At the same time, while each motor circuit is active during any given activity, it will be important to understand how dysfunction in a specific circuit may yield dissociable behavioral abnormalities. In addition, it will also be important to map the extent to which motor circuit abnormalities directly impact other systems such as cognition. There has been compelling evidence for such a link in schizophrenia.[69] The RDoC system, providing tools to look across systems in a mechanistically informed way, offers particular strengths in this regard.[60]

Furthermore, although RDoC provides a theoretically and empirically informed Matrix, centered on brain-behavioral relationships, it will be informative to continue to view incoming studies within the context of prominent etiological models of psychosis. It is important to consider that motor "circuits" (central to any RDoC domain), speak to a variety of connected brain regions, and can therefore be interpreted through the lens of the disconnectivity hypothesis.[60–62] Indeed, there is already an accumulating body of studies indicating links between motor impairment and aberrant connectivity.[63] Future work evaluating relationships between RDoC motor constructs/subconstructs (eg, motor execution, action perception), will be particularly informative in this regard. The new RDoC Motor Systems constructs also show promise to fit well within developmental hypotheses,[64] cognitive dystmetria,[27] as well as DA and resource processing theories.[65,66] In addition, it will be important for future work to consider bi-directionality between healthy and psychiatric states. While understanding of the basal ganglia circuit is well developed on the basis of both animal and human research in the healthy brain, this is less the case in the second, cerebello-thalamo-cortical circuit, and even less so in the third circuit, the cortico-motor or psychomotor circuits. The latter in particular provides an example where we may want to start in the reverse. That is, from psychiatric symptoms and their motor alterations to the "normal" function of a circuit—the psychiatric abnormalities may thus pave the way and teach us a lesson about the "healthy brain."[67]
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